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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

“It is one of the great purposes of [Central] Park to supply to the hun-
dreds of thousands of tired workers, who have no opportunity to
spend their summers in the country, a specimen of God’s handiwork 
that shall be to them, inexpensively, what a month or two in the White 
Mountains or the Adirondacks is, at great cost, to those in easier cir-
cumstances.”
       —Frederick Law Olmsted

When Frederick Law Olmsted and his 
partner Calvert Vaux designed Central 
Park, they were guided and impassioned 
by a grand story about the Park’s purpose: 
the notion that everyone in the great city of 
New York deserved a place to experience 
natural beauty. 

That ambitious idea helped their project 
move forward cohesively, in the face of 
thousands of decisions, disputes and 
proposed changes. Their clear story—
providing a place of beauty for everyone—       
anchored countless decisions, such as how 
to accommodate horseback riders, carriages, and pedestrians; whether the Park should 
look natural or be filled with formal gardens; whether to build playgrounds; what kinds of 
trees to plant; and, what the entrances should be called.

What is true of Central Park is also true for downtown Lake Oswego: it needs a compelling 
story—a shared idea of direction, experience, and values, in order to reach its full potential. 

Bringing improvement to the city’s core is going to require passion and change—both of 
which will naturally give rise to forks in the road, moments where choices must be made.  

Should Lake Oswego eliminate or reduce parking minimums?  Should the city reclaim 
Highway 43 from State control?  Does it make sense to amend the city’s design guidelines 
and design review process?  A shared and strong sense of Civic Identity allows stakehold-
ers to cohesively answer these types of questions, and is what will lead to an integrated 
downtown revitalization effort that builds a uniquely Lake Oswego experience.  

The information gleaned from the March workshop suggests that there are abundant op-
portunities for telling a new story about downtown, and in the process, improve economic 
performance and placemaking. 

Central Park Historic Photograph Taken Prior to 1923
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It was clear from the workshop that stakeholders in downtown Lake Oswego wanted the 
town’s core to be more vibrant, friendly, unique, and walkable.  A special place with 
energy, with a night life, and that reflects the city’s appreciation for art and creativity.    

Walkable.  Economically performing downtowns are always great places for people 
because sales are generated by walkers.  As a result, every design and land use decision 
in downtown should reinforce this idea of superior walkability.  Downtown cannot be a 
great place to park and a great place for pedestrians.

Vibrant.  Places teeming with life typically tell a compelling and dramatic story with their 
buildings and businesses, luring people to stop, investigate, and cross the street.  Goods 
and services spill out onto the sidewalk, creating an atmosphere that pedestrians are 
literally unable to resist exploring.  This intersection of visual interest, color, products, and 
people is what creates the kinetic energy stakeholders want to see in downtown Lake 
Oswego.

Unique.  Downtown must be special in ways that relate back to the idea of what is authen-
tically Lake Oswego.  The city is an upper income suburb that is known for an apprecia-
tion of luxury and success.  Downtown will not be triumphant unless it finds a way to cater 
to these attributes.   Another area of differentiation to explore is to maximize the contrast 
between downtown and the suburban environment that surrounds it.  Lake Oswego’s core 
is the densest place in the city of Lake Oswego.  It is the only area with an easy-to-navi-
gate traditional street grid.  To be successful, it must further leverage these characteristics 
to create a unique experience that cannot be found anywhere else in the city.

Friendly.  The retail environment is rapidly shifting, and small local business is uniquely 
positioned to bridge gaps that are forming because they are best positioned to offer the 
type of artisan products, service, experience, and expertise that cannot be replicated 
online or in big box stores.  In particular, to be successful, downtown must exude cus-
tomer service.

Every decision on the path 
to revitalization should be 
weighed against these aspi-
rations—walkability, vibrancy, 
uniqueness, and friendli-
ness—by both the public and 
private sector.
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CIVIC IDENTITY—FINDINGS

In October of 2011, Lake Oswego began a Revitalization Curriculum that was designed to 
give downtown stakeholders tools for creating vibrancy and economic success in the his-
toric core of the city.  As a part of this work, stakeholders learned the building blocks that 
contribute to successful downtowns, toured a vital district with similarly scaled infrastruc-
ture, and considered various recommendations for improving downtown.

The last step in the curriculum was an identity build-
ing workshop, which was held on March 14, 2012 
in downtown Lake Oswego.  There, stakeholders 
contemplated their downtown and what it was com-
municating to the world at large through its buildings, 
people, businesses, roads, sidewalks, and events.  
The goal of the workshop was to determine what 
story downtown Lake Oswego was telling now, and 
consider what parts of the city’s story should con-
tinue to be advanced, and what parts might need to 
be changed. 

To bring focus to the story of downtown Lake 
Oswego, we utilized a series of questions designed 
to illuminate the four elements found in any success-
ful story:  Characterization, Objective, Relationship, 
and Environment.  

This is called the CORE story framework.  What follows below is a brief explanation of the 
framework and the findings that arose from the March workshop.

Characterization

For a city, Characterization is everything that a city presents to the world physically, such as 
streets, buildings, signage, lighting, homes, yards, parks, and natural environment.  Physi-
cal communications also contribute to this element of story through brochures, billboards, 
print ads, and TV advertising.  All of these things are contributing to how downtown Lake 
Oswego represents itself.  Examples of characterization in a city might be the things that 
communicate whether a city is dense, urban, blue-collar, wealthy, suburban, elite, rural, 
safe, dirty, bright, optimistic, abandoned, depressing, or hip.  

Much of the work in the revitalization curriculum focuses on the area of Characterization, 
because changes in physical appearance are some of the easiest, and quickest, ways to 
begin telling a different story in a downtown.

Characterization

Objective

Relationship

Environment

STORY FRAMEWORK
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Below, please find the words that downtown stakeholders used during the workshop to 
describe Lake Oswego’s heart today.  (In a word cloud, the most frequently used words 
are the largest, and the least frequently used are the smallest.)

The descriptors below that were used most often (the bigger words) reflect both the 
strengths and weaknesses of downtown: small-business, walkable, food, restaurants, 
art, and pretty, all played a big role, as did boring, changing, and bland to a lesser 
degree.  

WHAT WORDS DESCRIBE DOWNTOWN LAKE OSWEGO TODAY? 
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Interestingly, the descriptions of downtown Lake Oswego in the past were much more 
negative than how people perceived downtown today, as is shown in the graphic below.  
People described it as previously being dated, boring, utilitarian, lacking direction, and 
better now.  

In group discussions, many mentioned that downtown used to be a place that people 
frequented as an in-and-out stop for an essential service, but that it didn’t necessarily play 
the role of beloved heart of the city.  This may have something to do with the fact that 
downtown is generally more modern, and came into its own in the auto-centric heyday 
of the postwar era.  This is an experience that is in contrast to many small downtowns in 
the region that developed at the turn-of-the-century.  These older town centers served as 
community cores that experienced wrenching declines when all of their stores abandoned 
downtown for the mall. 

Others also discussed downtown’s past as being a hot spot for after work tavern-going 
during the days when industry was located near the downtown.  

 WHAT WORDS DESCRIBE DOWNTOWN LAKE OSWEGO IN THE PAST?

The following page contains a word cloud showing the words people most wanted to hear 
describe downtown.  It is plain that stakeholders want downtown to be a vibrant, friendly 
destination that offers a unique shopping environment.  A place that is walkable, artistic, 
and open late.  
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WHAT WORDS DO PEOPLE MOST WANT TO HEAR ABOUT DOWNTOWN?

The purpose of this exercise is not to judge what is good or bad about a downtown; the 
goal is simply to see what is there and truly understand the story that is presently being 
communicated.  

With that deeper understanding, it is easier to intentionally and coherently decide which 
parts of the story should be advanced, and which parts of the story downtown stakehold-
ers might want to change. 
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OBJECTIVE

Objective in the story framework is what motivates a character.  When applying this con-
cept to place, the goal is to gain a sense of what a city stands for, what the people are 
passionate about, what role downtown should play in the city, and what experience it 
wants to provide.

Although Objective is the heart of the story framework, it often seems abstract when we 
begin tackling it in the workshop, because it includes such unusual questions as the one 
you see below: “If downtown were a person, what would you say it is feeling right now?”  
The words that arose, such as provincial, disoriented, disconnected, and struggling 
say a lot about how downtown perceives itself at this moment in time.

 IF DOWNTOWN WERE A PERSON, WHAT WOULD YOU SAY IT FEELS RIGHT NOW?
  

We feel most comfortable in a place that possesses a clear objective, that has a unified 
sense of the experience it wants to provide.  What these words tell us is that downtown 
has not yet coalesced around exactly what it wants to be, and is not expressing itself in a 
cohesive manner to visitors and stakeholders alike.

This question is very revealing because often, the way workshop participants describe a 
downtown as feeling if it were a person mirrors the type of experience it is passing on to  
visitors, shoppers, and people who live and work in the district, as well. 
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To further explore this idea of what downtown’s objective should be, both the city of Lake 
Oswego as a whole, and downtown specifically, were examined.  

In the first word cloud below, the goal was to determine what Lake Oswego was passion-
ate about, and what its residents most wanted to feel.  Being proud, successful, and 
special made it to the top of the list, as did caring about the community, schools, family, 
arts and the farmer’s market.  

These two tracks demonstrate the tensions that are found in wanting to be successful and 
upscale, but also down-to-earth and accessible, focusing on schools, community, and 
family.

 WHAT IS LAKE OSWEGO PASSIONATE ABOUT 
AND WHAT DO ITS PEOPLE MOST WANT TO FEEL?
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The last area explored within the context of Objective was an attempt to quantify the type 
of experience people wanted downtown to provide, and the results are shown below.

When stakeholders were asked what other places offered an impression they would like 
downtown lake Oswego to bestow, the most popular answers were Cannon Beach, Car-
mel, Monterey, and Del Mar among others.  Other places that merited mention included 
Ghirardelli Square, Whistler, Montecito, and the Pearl. 

When asked what it was about those places that made them worthy of mention, the 
answer was the listed places offered a vibrant walking environment with activities, more 
people, and a strong sense of community.

WHAT SHOULD BE DOWNTOWN’S DRIVING MOTIVATION AND 
WHAT PLACES OFFER THAT TYPE OF EXPERIENCE?
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RELATIONSHIP

In this portion of the workshop, the intention was to gauge the state of relationships in 
downtown.   

You can tell a lot of about a place by who is relating to it, and who is not.  Additionally, the 
latter group tells us where to target specific marketing and event planning campaigns to 
draw people back into the fold.   

In the workshop, we also try to understand what it is in downtown that people are relating 
to in order to determine what areas of strength can be further leveraged. 

The word cloud below shows the answers we obtained in regards to our questions about 
how stakeholders would describe their city’s denizens and the nature of their connection to 
downtown.  

The people of Lake Oswego were described as being educated, privileged, friendly, 
concerned, and opinionated.   Their relationship with downtown was depicted as being 
conflicted, love/hate, and divided based on North/South geography. 

WHAT WORDS DESCRIBE LAKE OSWEGO’S CITIZENS 
AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO DOWNTOWN?
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The graphic below depicts participants’ opinions about what were downtown’s most 
beloved events and businesses.  

 WHAT ARE LEADING & BELOVED BUSINESSES AND THE MOST POPULAR EVENTS?
  

There are some important trends evidenced here, the most visible being that people relate 
strongly to restaurants, food, long-time businesses, and activities.  These are the things 
that generate positive experience, which cements a place’s brand and identity, and brings 
people back to a place for more.  

Beloved places also serve as markers of where downtown could be leveraging success 
more effectively.  

The last item we considered in regards to relationship, depicted in the graphic on the next 
page, was who was not relating to downtown.

It was plain in the not-relating word cloud that nearly everyone believed younger people, 
teens through to twentysomethings, did not connect with downtown at all. Addition-
ally, people of other cultures, Portlanders, and surrounding residents from West Linn, 
Tigard, and Lake Grove were mentioned as not relating to downtown.  But, the dominat-
ing theme by far was that young people had no bond with downtown.  
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WHO IS NOT RELATING TO DOWNTOWN?
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ENVIRONMENT

The environment that surrounds and defines a place has a tremendous impact on its story, 
but this idea of “where” is often overlooked, or only perceived negatively.   

For the city as a whole, its context was described as being suburban, beautiful, and 
natural with parks, lakes, and trees.  Stakeholders felt the city was perceived as being 
exclusive, not-diverse, older, snobby, upscale, fortunate, and having good schools.

DESCRIBE LAKE OSWEGO’S ENVIRONMENT AND HOW IT’S PERCEIVED

Specifically related to downtown and its environment, discussions amongst stakeholders 
focused on the fact that downtown was on the edge of the city and that it was in a car-
dependent setting.  The most cited places to avoid included State Street and parking 
lots, particularly at Safeway and Wizer’s. 
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CONFLICTS

Once the building blocks of the CORE story framework are fleshed out, the next step is to 
consider the conflicts that arise in the story.  

Why do that?  Let’s demonstrate by reviewing the following short story:

One day a man was in bed and he felt thirsty. He got up, walked to the 
kitchen, poured a glass of water and drank it.

Not very interesting.  What would make this tale more compelling?  

Something that prevented this character from getting a glass of water.  Maybe his legs 
don’t work, or he is tied to the bed, or he has a fear of water.  It is the conflict that makes 
the story engaging.

From a municipal perspective, the hurdles a city faces are often the most interesting parts 
of a city’s story.  Also, the intersection of these conflicts are usually the places where 
obstacles to change and revitalization arise, so being aware of them is important.  And, the 
conflicts help bring focus to the idea of authenticity.  Being true to, and providing the expe-
rience that locals want, is the basis for creating an economically successful places.

Below are some of the conflicts that came out of the civic identity questions that stake-
holders answered in the workshop.

boring vs authentic snobby vs caring conflicted vs comfortable

natural beauty vs traffic activity center vs edge opinionated vs confused

suburban vs walkable predictable vs vibrant privileged vs struggling

natural vs car-dependent old vs young activities vs left out

barrier vs accessible concerned vs combative walking vs parking lots

community vs not diverse North vs South vibrant vs provinicial

destination vs no identity arts vs utilitarian thriving vs disconnected

small biz vs Lake View village directionless vs better now cultural vs clubby

educated vs close-minded successful vs unsure depressed vs trying hard

dated vs vibrant open late vs not interesting energy vs not fun

unique vs boring friendly vs exclusive separate vs center

Portland vs West Linn shabby vs charming green vs State Street

STORY CONFLICTS
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There are interesting take aways from many of these conflicts.  

For instance, the schism that often arises in suburbs between the car and human being  
visible in such conflicts as suburban vs walkable,  traffic vs natural beauty, green vs 
State Street, walking vs parking lots, and natural vs car dependent.

The challenges related to having a downtown on the edge of the city, rather than physi-
cally at its center, are reflected in frictions such as separate vs center, thriving vs discon-
nected, activity center vs edge, barrier vs accessible and North vs South.

After reviewing the conflicts for thematic elements, such as those explored above, the 
conflicts are culled in order to separate out the essential conflicts, or those that are more 
interesting or arduous to settle, and are therefore the most engaging. 

The conflicts in the previous table that are redlined were eliminated for one of the following 
two reasons:

The ⪢⪢ conflict has negative vs positive tensions whose resolution is obvious for 
the community, so there isn’t anything interesting about resolving them.  For 
instance, with the conflict “shabby vs charming,” it is clear that most people 
would want this to resolve toward become charming.   

Essential conflicts are those that are human, or imply human frictions, so the ⪢⪢
tensions that don’t imply these are also removed.  

The goal with these remaining conflicts is to sift through them and try to find a Super Con-
flict, one that can encompass all of the rest. There are several strong themes in the con-
flicts, and two of the most prominent are suburban vs urban and friendly vs exclusive. 

In the case of downtown Lake Oswego, the suburban vs urban conflict is a subset of the 
friendly vs exclusive conflict.  In order for downtown to exude the type of ambiance that 
will attract its own discerning citizens, it will need to become more urban.   But, even if it 
accomplishes this urbanity in the physical environment, it will always face the challenge 
of how to be relevant to a population that values success, exclusivity, and feeling special 
while still being accessible and approachable to a wider region of potential visitors.  

SUPER CONFLICT:  Friendly vs Exclusive
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IDENTITY SUMMATION
It is clear that stakeholders in downtown Lake Oswego want the town’s core to be more 
vibrant, friendly, unique, and walkable.  A special place with energy, with a night life, and 
that reflects the city’s appreciation for art and creativity.     

Walkable.  Economically performing downtowns are always great places for people 
because sales are generated by walkers.  As a result, every design and land use decision 
in downtown should reinforce this idea of superior walkability.  Downtown cannot be a 
great place to park and a great place for pedestrians.

Vibrant.  Places teeming with life typically tell a compelling and dramatic story with their 
buildings and businesses, luring people to stop, investigate, and cross the street.  Goods 
and services spill out onto the sidewalk, creating an atmosphere that pedestrians are 
literally unable to resist exploring.  This intersection of visual interest, color, products, and 
people is what creates the kinetic energy stakeholders want to see in downtown Lake 
Oswego.

Unique.  Downtown must be special in ways that relate back to the idea of what is authen-
tically Lake Oswego.  The city is an upper income suburb that is known for an apprecia-
tion of luxury and success.  Downtown will not be triumphant unless it finds a way to cater 
to these attributes.   Another area of differentiation to explore is to maximize the contrast 
between downtown and the suburban environment that surrounds it.  Lake Oswego’s core 
is the densest place in the city of Lake Oswego.  It is the only area with an easy-to-navi-
gate traditional street grid.  To be successful, it must further leverage these characteristics 
to create a unique experience that cannot be found anywhere else in the city.

Friendly.  The retail environment is rapidly shifting, and small local business is uniquely 
positioned to bridge gaps that are forming because they are best positioned to offer the 
type of artisan products, service, experience, and expertise that cannot be replicated 
online or in big box stores.  In particular, to be successful, downtown must exude cus-
tomer service.

Every decision on the path to revitalization should be weighed against these aspirations—
walkability, vibrancy, uniqueness, and friendliness—by both the public and private sector. 

Additionally, downtown should be considering how to find points of positive intersection 
between exclusivity and friendliness, the Super Conflict identified by the CORE story frame-
work.  For instance, if downtown offers one-of-a-kind artisan products and a connection to 
craft industry, this fulfills the need for a unique and exclusive experience that Lake Oswego 
citizens expect.  Supporting art, and those who create it, is an accessible story that is uni-
versally appealing—Lake Oswego wielding its high income demographic to support artists 
and preserve our cultural heritage is a wonderful story.
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REVITALIZATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Faced with the challenge of fostering revitalization, stakeholders often focus exclusively on 
Characterization—the physical manifestation of story.  Characterization is important, but a 
vibrant mixed-use district typically has a more complete story. Great districts are built on 
compelling and shared visions about all elements of the CORE framework—the concrete 
and tangible, as well as the less visible, but equally essential, relationships between stake-
holders, marketing with clear objectives, and leveraging environmental strengths.
  
This section of the report contains recommendations for improving all areas of downtown 
Lake Oswego’s story framework.  These ideas, designed to bring positive change to the 
core of the city, are informed by the workshop and the time spent together with downtown 
stakeholders during the Revitalization Curriculum.

With a strong idea of the story Lake Oswego is telling now, and a clear sense of what story 
downtown might want to advance in the future, downtown stakeholders can formulate an 
integrated plan of action taking these strategies and adding their own.    

When, in what order, and by whom, these recommendations are implemented will be a 
function of where there is passion, funds, and capacity. Generally though, it is best to 
tackle short-term projects first in order to build a thirst for victory built from early success.
 

 CHARACTERIZATION      Tell a More Vibrant Story with Buildings

Each and every building needs to tell an engaging story of vibrancy and excitement, 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.  Vibrancy was a key word stakeholders wanted to hear 
describe their downtown.  You can’t achieve this if downtown looks dull and run down, 
because then it feels dull and run down, and visitors aren’t encouraged to stay and par-
ticipate in all of the offerings available.  To bring people back time and again, downtown 
will need to improve its physical environment so it is compelling to visitors, employees, 
and customers alike.

In animation, there is a saying that if you nail the walk, you nail the character.  Why?  
Because you can tell a lot about a person just from this one physical characteristic.  A 
downtown environment, particularly one with existing infrastructure, is exactly the same.  

Buildings are what make a first impression on every visitor.  Improving this one single area 
of a downtown’s story can dramatically change its course for the better.

When considering this idea of the physical story buildings are telling, keep in mind that 
everything needs to be designed for three miles per hour.  Why is that?  Because, as Allan 
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B. Jacobs notes in the book Great Streets, three miles per hour is the speed that people 
move when on foot.  

The level of detail a pedestrian absorbs is much greater than a driver in a car, even if it is 
traveling slowly at 25 or 30 miles per hour.  Great walking districts call for more detail, more 
color, more contrast, more activity...more to delight all of the senses.

CHARACTERIZATION RECOMMENDATION
Improve Design Review Process and Design Guidelines 

Design Guidelines.  Design Guidelines should not legislate specific color schemes or 
require awnings.  

Guidelines should encourage three color paint schemes, but there should be no oversight 
of color on the part of the city, or the design review board.  

Additionally, awnings should not be a building requirement either, particularly for existing 
structures.  

Awnings are a case where form should follow function.  

If a business is not going to use the space under their awning to create an outdoor room 
that is essentially an extension of their store or restaurant to the sidewalk, then they 
shouldn’t install an awning.  If an awning is not being used to create an environment that 
contributes to street level dialog, as shown below, then it is typically impacting the street 
scene negatively and shouldn’t be on the building.

This canvas awning has a low profile that does not disrupt 
the look and feel of the historic building to which it at-
taches.  The restaurant uses it to create an outdoor room 
that adds to sidewalk ambience and street-level dialog.
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The awnings shown below in Lake Oswego are examples of poor canopy implementation.  
One of the unintended consequences of requiring awnings is that those who don’t want 
them, or don’t use them, do not maintain them and are prevented from removing them 
because they would have to pay to replace something they do not want in the first place.  
  

These awning systems obstruct the pedestrian 
view of historic infrastructure from the sidewalk, 
eliminate storefront light by blocking transom 
windows, and dominate storefront displays, de-
tracting attention from ground-floor businesses.

Design Review.  The purpose of design review should be to ensure that large new con-
struction projects, 50 year buildings, are constructed so that they provide a positive contri-
bution to the downtown environment.  It should not be used to legislate temporary finishes,  
or even for most adaptive reuse projects of existing buildings.

The easiest, biggest impact, and most affordable way to begin telling a story of vibrancy 
and excitement in a downtown relates to making the buildings look more vibrant, exciting, 
and engaging.   Usually, this is done with color and small storefront renovations.  

In Lake Oswego, it is often arduous and expensive for a building that has been through 
Design Review in the past to begin to tackle these small changes because of the added 
cost and increased bureaucratic process involved.  Revitalization happens through a series 
of small improvement steps that happen sequentially, and if those are quashed before they 
can get started, downtown is likely to remain unimproved.

Aside from the negative physical impact that an overly detailed and narrowly focused 
Design Review process can have on a place by suppressing incremental enhancements—
the lifeblood of revitalization—it can also damage relationships with the private sector, 
the very people who control the infrastructure, and therefore the story, that is being told 
through buildings.  Good working relationships between the public and private sector are a 
key component of renewal.
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CHARACTERIZATION RECOMMENDATION
Add Color/Maximize Facade Improvement Programs

 
Downtown Lake Oswego has great buildings.  Dress them up with color so they contribute 
to downtown’s story.  Currently, almost every building in the core is painted some form of 
beige: white beige, grey beige, dingy, drabby beige.  This does not tell a story of vibrancy, 
nor is it inviting.  In fact, Lake Oswego is so unrelentingly beige that it is nearly invisible for 
much of the year because the buildings blend into the grey road and the grey sky.  

Rather than legislate color, the city should allow all property owners to paint their build-
ings whatever color they wish.  And, to inspire them, use facade improvement programs 
to demonstrate the power of color, exterior lighting, and storefront finishes to create a truly 
engaging 24 hour district.

Below are a small subset of the invisible beige buildings that dominate downtown.  

Be creative.  

For instance, consider larger matching grant programs that would 
reimburse interior renovation to buildings if the work would remove 
false ceilings and carpet, restore transom windows, renovate land-
mark historical buildings, break up larger storefronts into smaller 
ones, or attract a great active tenant.

It should be noted that facade improvement programs are most 
successful where there are close connections between ALL 
stakeholders.  The Relationship part of the CORE story frame-
work is needed to get the Characterization work underway. Spectacular Use of Color 

BEIGE BUILDINGS IN DOWNTOWN
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 CHARACTERIZATION     Ramp Up the Street Dialog

Everyone loved the Lake Oswego farmer’s 
market.  It was a frequently mentioned favor-
ite with stakeholders.  Why is that?  How do 
they accomplish this devotion using a bunch 
of cheap tents and wobbly, beat up banquet 
tables?  

The answer: street level dialog. 

The farmer’s market engages all of the senses. It 
attracts people.  It invites you to mingle and rub 
shoulders with your fellow citizens.  Engaged 
walkers are what drive sales per square foot in 

downtowns.  People on foot will not explore unless they are invited to participate in a 
conversation at street level.  Every business with a ground-floor use, whether it is retail 
or not, should be considering how to better interact with pedestrians.

The fact that people will flock to downtown in droves for the farmer’s market proves they 
will visit.  If they don’t return during other times of the week, it means downtown is not giv-
ing them the experience that they want.

What can be learned from their behavior?  

That people want to spend time in downtowns that are vibrant and teeming with life, that 
have activity spilling out into the streets—exactly the type of environment provided by the 
markets.  

The streets and sidewalks of downtown Lake Oswego are public open spaces that should 
be the stage upon which Lake Oswego shows its wares.

Therefore, everyone should be looking for opportunities to introduce more sidewalk tables, 
planter boxes, merchandise on the sidewalks, exterior lights on buildings, storefronts that 
are engaging at night (even when retailers are closed)—anything that visitors can appreci-
ate at three miles per hour!   Especially the types of businesses identified in the workshop 
as being beloved: restaurants, food, long-time businesses, and activities.  

These are the things that generate positive experience, and bring people back to places 
again and again.  

Streets & sidewalks are a stage for businesses.
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Below are examples of good street level dialog that engages the senses, both during the 
day, when stores are open, and at night, when they are closed.  Remember, a downtown 
tells a story 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.  Its businesses, its buildings, its streets, its 
public art, its sidewalks, and its landscaping should be saying something exciting at all 
times.
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      OBJECTIVE           Weave an Authentic Story

Downtown Lake Oswego needs to actively demonstrate to the world who they are, what 
downtown stands for, and why it’s special.  What experience does downtown want to 
provide?  The people of Lake Oswego as a whole value schools, arts & culture, and 
family.  They are generally perceived as being economically successful and appreciat-
ing a more upscale way of life.  The intersection of these authentic elements are what 
should be used when considering branding for downtown Lake Oswego.

There are three key elements to marketing places:  Audience, Authenticity, and Conflict.

Audience.  It is difficult to create campaigns that are all things to all people.  Therefore, 
downtown’s marketing efforts should be targeted so they appeal to focused audiences. 

There are four rings for marketing a place:

Local

City Wide

Regional

National

I recommend that marketing and branding efforts focus on the inner two rings unless tour-
ism is the economic base of the place being branded .  Making a place relevant to the local 
population is key to cementing an identity and building a steady base of customers.  From 
there, it’s much easier to draw from an ever widening circle of potential visitors.

Authenticity.  People can smell an inauthentic marketing campaign a mile away, so make 
sure all elements of story are true to the essence of who, and what, defines a place.  In 
building up the identity for North Mississippi Ave, whether it was public relations or tenant-
ing, all decisions were made so that the commercial district was relevant to people in North 
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and Northeast Portland first.  Later, denizens 
from Northwest Portland came, and newspa-
per coverage in the New York times followed, 
but it was not originally assembled with that 
in mind, and if it had been, it would have 
failed because it would have seemed preten-
tious and would not have been authentic to 
the neighborhood.

Conflict.  Remember, marketing is not 
bragging—visitors want to make up their 
own mind about a place.  And don’t shy 
away from tension and conflict as these are 
the things that make story interesting.  For instance, the “What Happens in Vegas Stays in 
Vegas” campaign essentially implies that not everything that happens may be good.  But 
that’s what makes it compelling because it’s real, it reflects back to the authentic identity of 
the city as a place for adult entertainment that still may be a bit illicit, and also fits the cur-
rent higher-class image the city has worked hard to curate.  

OBJECTIVE RECOMMENDATION
Create an Authentic Local Brand First

To repeat our workshop results:

The people of Lake Oswego as a whole value schools, arts and culture, 
and family.  They are generally perceived as being economically success-
ful and appreciating a more upscale way of life. 

The intersection of arts, culture, success, and uniqueness are where downtown should be 
concentrating.

Downtown should highlight artisanal products from small shops and local producers wher-
ever possible.  Accentuating the one-of-a-kind or unusual nature of the products provided 
by small local businesses, things that are not available at the mall, is a strategy that plays 
to the strengths of downtown and fulfills the authentic requirements for a unique shopping 
experience that local citizens require.  Let’s consider some examples.

R Blooms illustrates this intersection well.  They sell and arrange fresh flowers, an art 
unto itself.  These flowers are delightful to touch, to smell, and to see, stimulating all of the 
senses.  They also carry a wide variety of local and artisan made products.  And, R Blooms 
also offers one-of-a-kind consignment items they brand as The Vault.  Please see images 
on the next page from their store.  One of my favorite local products is the art made to 
hang and weather beautifully outdoors, created by a Hillsboro company (the grape painting 
in the second row left of the photos on the next page).  

National Campaign Marketed Toward Adult Visitors
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Accessories from the Heart is another store in downtown that exists at the crossroads 
between the unique and the accessible.  There are items in this store at nearly every price 
point, and it offers a delightful shopping experience, with new discoveries and treasures 
around every corner, many of them special, one-of-a-kind offerings from local vendors.  
Again, an experience that cannot be had at a mall store.

Art and creativity are woven together throughout this store.  Found objects and props are 
set amongst merchandise.  The floors are colorful and bright, and the lighting is designed 
to make every product look its sparkly best. 

One of the most artistic themes in the store is the dresses on mannequins, both large and 
small, made by the boutique’s own Sarah with found materials, mostly papers and ribbons.  
There is a life size dress in the front store window that people sometimes stop and ask to 
buy, not realizing it is composed of nothing but disposable materials.  Works of art indeed!

The images on the following page are just a few of the items carried by Accessories from 
the Heart that are made by local and regional artists and companies, including the store’s 
employees.

In the top row, on the left is a picture of Betty, the eye-catching mannequin who so proudly 
wears her temporary dress to showcase purses and jewelry for the enjoyment of pedestri-
ans and drivers alike.

LOCAL AND CRAFT ITEMS FROM R BLOOMS
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In summary, if Lake Oswego is passionate about arts and culture, then downtown should 
be the heart of that passion.  Happily, it is already an environment where you can meet, 
learn from, and enjoy the fruits of artistic creativity in varied forms:

Chefs at local restaurants are artists in their own right.  As are chocolate makers.  ⪢⪢
There are James Beard award winning chefs in downtown.  Amazing sand-
wiches. (Remember, food and restaurants were two segments people related 
to most in downtown during our workshops.)          

Do-it-yourself glass and ceramics.  ⪢⪢

Paper arts.⪢⪢

The Lake Twin Theater is being remodeled to be able to show movies and host ⪢⪢
live events, which will make it a cultural beacon within the community and also 
provide opportunity to bring more young people to downtown, a demographic 
that nearly everyone agreed did not presently relate to the city’s core.

Gallery without Walls.⪢⪢

ACCESSORIES FROM THE HEART’S LOCAL CRAFT OFFERINGS
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      OBJECTIVE           Tenant for Value

Districts take their identity from ground floor businesses.  To illustrate this, consider the 
places stakeholders mentioned when asked about what kinds of places offered visi-
tors an experience similar to one they thought downtown Lake Oswego could provide: 
Carmel, Del Mar, Cannon Beach, Whistler, Monterey, Pike Place Market, and 
Ghirardelli Square.  One of the elements found in all of these districts is active, out-
ward facing uses on the ground floor.  This is the key to building long-term value and 
economic success in a downtown district—tenant with businesses that engage in street 
level dialog.  Anything that helps to build the community fabric is welcome, since that is 
the draw for downtown. 

To the left is downtown Lake Oswego’s 
Ground Floor Activation Map.  

This map focuses on what is happening at 
street level because that is what leaves a 
lasting impression on visitors.  The map is 
color coded as follows:  green is vacant, 
red is inactive/inward facing, and blue is 
active.  The black lines denote areas with 
blanks that are not welcoming to walkers.

In the commercial portion of the downtown, 
there is quite a bit of red, or areas that are 
not attractive to those on foot.  

To be successful, downtown will have to 
mitigate these areas of red and the toothy 
pedestrian experience. 

There are two ways to do this.

The first is to finish spaces so they have  
high ceilings, copious natural light with 
generous storefront windows, and features 
of the original building exposed, such as 
wood floors and brick walls.  (False ceilings 
and carpeting are not finishes visitors find 
desirable in village environment.) 

Lake Oswego Ground Floor Activation Map

Legend

Vacant

Inactive

Active

Walking
Blank
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The second way to bring value to the property and to the area is to tenant buildings with 
active ground-floor uses that are engaging to pedestrians.  

Property owners should leverage the identity of a place to attract tenants that will further 
bolster and improve that brand.  If Lake Oswego promotes an experience oriented on art, 
culture, and craftspeople, then property owners should tenant to advance that brand first.  
And then tenant with an eye toward promoting entertainment, experience, and superior 
service.    

Making a short-term cash flow decision and putting professional service office in the 
ground floor of buildings detracts from long term value and rent revenue because it ruins 
the identity of the district.  Remember, no one ever says, “Hey, let’s go spend the day 
shopping in that district where all those dentists have offices.”  

A truly successful mixed-use district has a complementary array of active uses at street 
level.  And anything can be active, even a gas station, as the cutest, most pedestrian-
friendly gas station in the Pacific Northwest aptly demonstrates in the photos below! 
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   RELATIONSHIP         Bring On the Activity!!

The more connected downtown businesses can be with one another, the more suc-
cessful the district will become because it will have a network of relationships already 
established.  A small downtown, or Main Street, should be a place where a visitor expe-
riences the authentic fabric of a community; in fact, it is what people expect to find 
in a charming, quaint downtown. Throughout the workshop, it was clear that a strong 
sense of community was of vital importance to the people of Lake Oswego. But, before 
you can build a bridge to surrounding city dwellers, you must first create ties between 
downtown stakeholders.  

RELATIONSHIP RECOMMENDATION
Hire a Downtown Manager

No one would run a mall without a manager, and you shouldn’t try to run a downtown 
without one either.  

In order to build strong ties between downtown stakeholders, a strong organization should 
be formed and should employ a director.

Economically successful downtowns are environments that, in total, are much greater than 
the sum of their parts.  Each visitor that comes to downtown Lake Oswego for a particular 
business or event, should be enticed to stay, explore, and return.  And, in the long term, it 
should be someone’s job to spearhead the creation of that district-wide experience.  The 
more unified and connected the people of downtown are, the greater the experience that 
downtown will provide. 

The type of tasks a manager would focus upon include:

Seeding and managing stories in the press about downtown.⪢⪢

Creating and coordinating events.⪢⪢

Promoting storefront improvement programs and other city assistance.⪢⪢

Catalyzing streetscape improvement.⪢⪢

Information sharing and best practices amongst stakeholders.⪢⪢

Offering training and education to improve retail business performance.⪢⪢

Spearheading marketing and branding efforts.⪢⪢
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Fundraising and writing grants.⪢⪢

Recruiting tenants.⪢⪢

Acting as a liaison to the organizations that also touch on downtown (such as ⪢⪢
the City of Lake Oswego, the Chamber of Commerce, the Library, churches, 
Oswego Heritage Council, the Arts Council, and the Farmer’s Market). 

In general, organizations that are inclusive of ALL of the people who benefit from revitaliza-
tion in the core are preferable, such as Downtown Associations and Main Street organiza-
tions.  They create an umbrella under which all stakeholders can participate and impact 
downtown in a positive manner.  

And, as the rest of this section will demonstrate, implementing the sort of events that will 
build positive relationship is difficult, time consuming work that won’t get done without a 
passionate and knowledgeable person leading the charge.  

RELATIONSHIP RECOMMENDATION
Make Downtown Experiential

The filing system for our brains is regulated by emotion.  Without emotion, we are inca-
pable of making choices because we have no way of categorizing our options.  There is no 
better way to engage a visitor, and make a lasting positive impression, than to give them a 
great experience.

That means event planning!  

To improve economic performance, downtown is going to have to battle preconceived 
notions harbored by the citizens of Lake Oswego about what it has to offer.  Events 
though, will start building connection between downtown and the city as a whole, bringing 
community members to town and changing their perceptions for the better. 

In underperforming districts, it is important for everyone to remember that it is first the job 
of stakeholders to bring people to downtown, then businesses can focus on the selling 
them chocolates, or dinner, or toys, or custom home theater systems!

So how do you bring people to a downtown?  

You focus on three major areas:  1) Leverage existing events; 2) Explore and reinforce the 
natural themes that exist between downtown businesses; and 3) Consider who is not relat-
ing to downtown to start healing those broken relationships.  

Let’s consider these three major areas individually.
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Leverage Existing Events

Workshop participants identified top events 
in downtown as being the 4th of July, the 
Farmer’s Market, the Car and Boat Show, 
Concerts, and Festival of the Arts.   What’s 
interesting though, is that many did not associ-
ate them with downtown.

The Farmer’s Market is a good example.  Visi-
tors are making an emotional connection with 
the market, but not with downtown.  So essen-
tially, a ton of people come to the core for 
these events, but downtown’s brand identity 
doesn’t benefit. 

This informs the first order of business: build positive associations with what is already suc-
cessful in downtown.  

Examples of how to do this are shown below.

It is not uncommon to hear a local business say that on Farmer’s Market day, ⪢⪢
people park in the district and walk through to the market, but don’t participate in 
what is on offer locally, in buildings.  So bring it out to the sidewalk!  Every busi-
ness should participate in the type of street dialog that the market creates, and at a 
minimum put out tables and merchandise to visually fashion a festival atmosphere 
throughout downtown, and to encourage people to explore.  

Consider taking off-street parking spaces in front of buildings on Farmer’s Market ⪢⪢
day, ban cars, and turn them into small concert venues, offer food, and ply pass-
ersby with products and activities. 

If the market closes in the early afternoon, offer events, classes, and outdoor activi-⪢⪢
ties that begin as the market closes to retain people downtown.  Have areas, per-
haps in flat lots that create pedestrian blanks, where outside vendors can sell wares 
that stress the cultural and artistic brand of downtown.  Or bring in a craft brewer 
for a beer garden.  

Be creative about how non-retail uses can participate in these festive events.  Per-⪢⪢
haps a soapbox with Lewis and Clark philosophy students expounding on political 
theory in front of City Hall!  

The classic car and boat show hearkens back to another era, a theme that could be ⪢⪢
explored in downtown during this event.  Fashion oriented boutiques could feature 
retro clothing and jewelry.  Feature restaurant fare from another era.  An outdoor 
swing dance with lessons and a band, could be held, drawing regional attendance. 

Bring the Festivities to Every Business!
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Build Upon Existing Themes

Not all events must be large, district-wide affairs.  
Phil Stanton at Mississippi Pizza in Portland brings 
approximately 175,000 people a year through his 
restaurant with the programming he has in his piz-
zeria: music, spelling bees and kid’s entertainment 
during the day on weekends.

This restaurant is now one of the top volume pizza 
venues in the city of Portland, and they do not offer 
delivery.  They achieve their volume purely through 
event planning.

Not only is this good for Phil’s individual business, 
but it brings people to the street who have never 
been there and creates a positive experience that 
they then associate with the area. 

So, let’s consider the layout of downtown Lake 
Oswego and then ponder how to better exploit 
some of the themes that exist there.

In terms of ground floor activity, downtown organizes into three general nodes that have 
significant amounts of retail traffic:  

Lake View Village Node⪢⪢ .  This is the area directly around the mall, which is really a 
destination unto itself that doesn’t interact with the rest of downtown. 

Town Center Node⪢⪢ .  Generally, I would consider the area bounded by A Ave, C 
Ave, State St, and 5th St to be the Town Center Node—essentially everything on 
the traditional grid except Lake View Village.

Lake Place Node⪢⪢ .  The area of downtown near Lakewood Bay along State Street.

To increase economic activity and leverage all of the offerings in downtown, stakeholders 
should be thinking of two key things:  1) Strengthen existing nodes; and, 2) Interconnect 
the nodes more effectively through joint marketing, shared events, and physical improve-
ments.  

Remember, downtowns typically revitalize by first creating strong nodes, and then having 
them interconnect.  

Mississippi Pizza Brings Boatloads of Visitors
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There are several key themes in Lake Oswego, including food, culture, craft, and fashion.  
As we consider them here, this idea of strengthening nodes and interconnecting them will 
be explored as well.  

Food

In the workshop results, there was a 
positive connection between stake-
holders and downtown’s restaurants 
and food outlets.  One of the strongest 
nodes for food is in Lake View Village.  
Unfortunately, most of the outdoor seat-
ing and resulting vibrancy is situated 
along the back side of the project, and 
it does not link up with the Town Center 
Node or the Lakeside Node.  There are 
food options in the other two nodes as 
well, but they are fairly spread out.

Install more outdoor tables and sidewalk accoutrement on the exterior of ⪢⪢
restaurants.  It’s difficult to tell how many dining and food establishments 
there are in the Lakeside Node and the Town Center Node because there 
aren’t the same fabulous visual cues that are found in abundance in the 
Lake View Village Node.

Heavily market to, and reward, nearby residents.  People love discounts, ⪢⪢
even if they are nominal, because it makes them feel special.  

Market downtown as a restaurant district.⪢⪢

Pair up with local events: meal specials during an art walk, dinner before ⪢⪢
a show, etc.  

Establish food festivals where each restaurant prepares a small dish that ⪢⪢
everyone walks around and samples.  These dishes could be ingredient-
based, speed-based, cost-based, or origin-based and could also include 
a contest or voting element, as well.  This would get people walking 
between the nodes and really understanding the breadth of offerings 
available downtown.  

Provide entertainment in restaurants, perhaps partnering with regional ⪢⪢
groups who can provide improvisation artists, comedians.  Or, foster 
open mic night, musicians, and trivia contests. 

People Dining Outdoors Lends an Air of Vibrancy
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Arts, Crafts, and Culture

Downtown has the best collection of cultural assets in Lake Oswego, and this 
identity could be exploited much more successfully, incorporating it into the brand 
of downtown.  For example, there should be a downtown cultural calendar with the 
following types of events: 

All existing classes, readings, lectures, performances, and musical ⪢⪢
events.  

Have quarterly “Meet the Artist” events.  This could include mini lectures ⪢⪢
by various chefs, chocolate makers, jewelry makers, sculptors, dancers, 
wine makers, velvet pumpkin makers, etc. Classes, music, and other 
ancillary events could be included.  This would further cement the unique 
artisanal downtown brand and provide opportunities to express commu-
nity friendliness and accessibility as well.

Workshop participants were passionate about education, so create a ⪢⪢
lecture series that is held downtown.  Partner with Lewis & Clark College 
and Marylhurst University to further build bridges with these institutions.  
Partner with the county extension office to have gardening lectures.  
Always look for opportunities to build relationships and strengthen the 
fabric of downtown.

Take advantage of having a dance studio in the heart of your downtown.  ⪢⪢
There are strong Tango and Salsa communities in the region, bring them 
to your doorstep with outdoor dance lessons and then dancing and 
music/live bands in the summer—reminiscent of an evening of Tango in 
the park in Buenos Aires!

Fashion

Ladies nights out involving clothing boutiques, shoe stores, accessories, ⪢⪢
salons, spas, and exercise studios.

Couple these types of events with goodies from local area restaurants ⪢⪢
and food producers.

Target Those Who Don’t Relate to Downtown

The groups most often mentioned as not relating to downtown included teens, twenty-
somethings, and young families.  Conversely, one of the words mentioned most fre-
quently in regards to Lake Oswego’s passions were its schools, family, and community.  
There is clearly an opportunity here and downtown should consider event-based ways to 
build relationships with these groups. 
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Poetry slams for middle and high schoolers.  As reported in ⪢⪢ Portland 
Monthly, a recently started series of poetry slam competitions has been tak-
ing off and will culminate in a large event at the Mission Theater.  

Coordinate with student drama programs so high school and college stu-⪢⪢
dents can perform short one- and two-man plays for dinner theater evenings 
at local restaurants on slower nights.

Partner with high schools and colleges to create internship programs with ⪢⪢
downtown professionals.  To be successful, these programs have to teach 
real skills, and have real responsibilities.  It is not just a matter of job shad-
owing.  But, they would create deep ties between downtown and younger 
people in the community. 

Create more family programming on weekends.  Parents with younger kids ⪢⪢
are desperate for places to go for entertainment, where everyone enjoys the 
food, and the adults can have a beer and relax for a few hours.  This is one 
of the keys to Mississippi Pizza’s weekend success.

Partner with Frog Pond Toys and Lily Pad Cafe to explore more programming ⪢⪢
downtown for families.
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   ENVIRONMENT      It’s a Downtown, Make It Look Like One!

Carmel, Cannon Beach, Whistler, and Del 
Mar were all places that were mentioned as 
providing an experience that stakeholders 
wanted to see in downtown.  When that was 
explored further during the workshop, people 
mentioned the attributes of superior walkabil-
ity without automobile disruption and a high 
level of ground floor activity. 

Thriving mixed use districts have several things 
in common within their environments: Buildings 
that are constructed up to the sidewalk, few 

pedestrian blanks, calmed traffic, and there is not off-street parking in front of every store.  
In fact, it is generally difficult to find parking in successful mixed-use districts, and when it is 
found, it is usually located on the periphery, underground, or in structures.  

In order to actively and positively differentiate downtown from the rest of the city, it has to 
play to its strengths.  One of those strengths is offering an environment that is completely 
and utterly different than the rest of the suburban and arterial form that surrounds it.   For 
example, look at the grid structure of downtown in the satellite image to the right. Just the 
grid structure alone tells visitors they are somewhere new and different from the rest of the 
city.

Successful downtowns are not anything like successful arterial retail environments, and 
when a suburban planning and zoning toolkit is applied to a mixed-use district, it results 
in a place that feels in between.  Not quite an arterial.  Not quite a downtown.  But always 
unsuccessful.

The Downtown Experience Is Not Suburban

Imagery ©2011 DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Metro, Portland Oregon, State of Oreg    
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screen, use the "Print" link next to the map.
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Downtown Is Different From the Rest of Lake O
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ENVIRONMENT RECOMMENDATION
Eliminate Parking Minimums for Commercial Use

Lake Oswego’s  downtown presently appears to be more devoted to the storage of cars 
than it is to providing a great experience for people.  If the current over supply of flat lot 
parking is not decreased, downtown cannot create a thriving environment for people.

More and more cities are moving toward a model of removing commercial parking mini-
mums in their downtowns in order to foster more activity and more development.  This is 
happening in places from downtown Gresham to downtown Tacoma, to downtown 
Nashville.

Parking minimums that require ground floor uses to provide off-street spaces have cre-
ated several problems that are crippling downtown Lake Oswego’s ability to create life and 
activity.  Examples of the unintended consequences are listed below.

Parking minimums discourage active ground floor uses, the very businesses ⪢⪢
that bring life to a community, because the more active the use, the more 
parking is needed, and downtown environments just do not have that much 
square footage to devote to parking.

Every flat parking lot in the downtown, some of which are pictured above, ⪢⪢
is creating an ugly pedestrian blank that no one wants to walk past.  Down-
towns make their money off of foot traffic, so anything that impedes the 
pedestrian experience stops exploration, stops cross pollination between 
businesses, and creates a dead center.

A PLETHORA OF OFF-STREET PARKING OVERWHELMS DOWNTOWN
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Established minimums impede the ability of businesses and property own-⪢⪢
ers to share parking, which is disastrous.  Every downtown should look at 
parking as a shared resource, because the more land that can be devoted to  
buildings, businesses, and people, the more vibrant the place, and the more 
economically successful it will be.  

Parking minimums make new development more expensive and they dis-⪢⪢
courage great small projects.  All of downtown’s parking lots are ripe for infill, 
but the parking minimums literally make it impossible to design a gem of a 
5,000 square foot building that will be attractive, contributing, and market-
able.  (On a side note, removing minimums does not mean that every project 
will be built without parking, it merely ensures that only the minimum amount 
of parking a developer feels is needed to successfully sell/lease a space will 
be created.)

Presently, many of downtown’s best businesses and buildings are blocked ⪢⪢
from the sidewalk by cars.  Walkers have to wade through a row of vehicles 
to explore stores and window shop.  A downtown business whose storefront 
is essentially car storage is not contributing to, or participating in, the pedes-
trian cross pollination that drives sales per square foot in downtowns.

Since each building in downtown must provide its own off street parking, ⪢⪢
there are curb cuts every few feet in the sidewalk.  This sends a powerful 
message for people on the sidewalk that this environment is really for the 
ingress and egress of cars, not to support their enjoyment of the downtown 
experience.

ENVIRONMENT RECOMMENDATION
Eliminate 15 Percent

Landscaping Requirement

Downtowns are not parks.  It is fine to introduce street 
trees, planting strips, and potted landscaping.  But 
requiring every new building, even small infill projects, 
to contribute 15% of their space to landscaping is not 
creating the authentic downtown experience that visi-
tors expect.  

A downtown, whether it be large or small, is about 
rubbing shoulders with humanity, participating in the 
human experience, density, and street dialog.  You 
can’t have this if buildings are separated from humanity 
by plants.Bike Gallery in Downtown Lake Oswego
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The Bike Gallery is an amazing regional tenant that nearly any downtown would be thrilled 
to have.  In Lake Oswego’s core, this is how the store appears from 2nd Ave, walking on 
the sidewalk as a pedestrian.  As a casual shopper, I would have no idea that it is there.

ENVIRONMENT RECOMMENDATION
Reclaim 43 and Make It a Great Front Door

Presently, Highway 43 borders along the entire length of downtown Lake Oswego.  Unfor-
tunately, State St does not tell a story to anyone traveling along its route that there is a 
cute, fabulous, walkable downtown just one street over.

Traffic counts for a downtown environment are essentially just quantifying the number of 
people who are traveling by, not to, downtown.

In the long term, it would be wonderful to see this corridor contribute to downtown more 
appropriately, particularly since it has some of the best buildings in downtown: those that 
are between A Ave and B Ave, pictured below.  (Which desperately need some color!)

Potential Projects for State Street Include:

Restore parking.  This is vital for creating a connection between all of down-⪢⪢
town’s various nodes because State St is one of the spines between those 
nodes.

Calm traffic.  No one wants to walk, cross, shop, or explore along a fast street.  ⪢⪢

Create a real sidewalk on the river side of State St.⪢⪢

SOME OF DOWNTOWN’S BEST BUILDINGS ARE ON STATE STREET
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CONCLUSION

Great downtowns are always great places for people, not necessarily great places for 
cars—either those driving through, or those being stored (parking). 

Economically successful downtowns cannot mirror arterial-style development, which is 
automobile centered.  There is not the land, or the parking infrastructure, to allow a small 
downtown to emulate suburban retail form.  If you try to model a small downtown in this 
mold—arterials, parking minimums, and restrictive, suburban code—then you will relegate 
your city’s core to being an unsuccessful, in-between place.  Not quite a downtown. Not 
quite a mall or big-box center.  And, most importantly, if you try to compete on this level, 
your downtown will be economically underperforming because you won’t be leveraging the 
strengths of the downtown environment.

Thriving mixed-use districts are always designed for, and are especially appealing to,  
people on foot.  The entire environment should be human-scaled.  

Every design decision, land-use decision, and transportation decision in a downtown 
should be made first and foremost with the pedestrian in mind.  Why?  Because people 
walking in a district are the key to driving sales per square foot and to creating identity and 
vibrancy.

Who is more likely to stop and get a cup of coffee, someone in a car or someone walking?  
Who is more likely to buy a new pair of shoes or a pair of pants, someone who is walking 
or someone who is driving?  You can’t buy most things when you are in your car!

In a mall, visitors have to get out of their car and walk around to shop in stores because 
that’s how best to drive economic activity—by encasing shoppers in a building and deliver-
ing a pleasant, engaging, and entertaining pedestrian experience throughout.  To succeed, 
downtown Lake Oswego will need to do the same thing.  The path to accomplish this 
includes the following:

Tell a More Vibrant Story with Buildings⪢⪢ .  Any building owner not under the 
restrictive guidelines of Design Review should be exploring how to improve their 
building exterior right now with color, exterior lighting, awning removal, blade signs, 
and small exterior storefront changes.  Additionally, the Design Guidelines and 
Design Review process should be changed so that they don’t legislate temporary 
finishes for current and future buildings in review.  These changes to the program 
need to be holistic so they don’t prevent small revitalization efforts by making them 
too expensive and too arduous to complete.  

Ramp Up the Street Dialog⪢⪢ .  Everyone loves a farmer’s market. Why?  Because it 
engages all of the senses and spills out onto the sidewalk.  Lake Oswego’s ground 
floor businesses need to engage the pedestrian in much the same way, contributing 
to a fantastic walking experience.  
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Weave an Authentic Story⪢⪢ .  Downtown should consider Audience, Authenticity, 
and Conflict as it communicates with prospective visitors.  It is difficult to create 
marketing campaigns for small downtowns that are all things to all people, so the 
focus should first be on creating a faithful local and city-wide brand before extend-
ing it to larger regional campaigns.  To accomplish this, downtown will need to find 
positive intersections that occur within the Super Conflict:  Exclusivity vs Friendli-
ness.  Downtown developing its own brand and image within the community will 
further contribute to Say Hello to LO’s efforts to raise the profile of the city and its 
special assets throughout the region.  These two efforts will be entirely complimen-
tary and mutually beneficial.  

Tenant for Value⪢⪢ .  Landlords should first tenant with active, outward facing uses 
that reinforce the downtown’s brand.  Secondarily, they should focus on tenants 
that bring entertainment, experience, and excellent customer service.  In doing so, 
they will build district identity and reap the benefits in the form of higher property 
values and higher market rents.

Bring on the Activity⪢⪢ .  The best way to build lasting connections, and to tell a 
place’s story, is through event and experience.  First, hire a downtown manager to 
help with this.  Then, focus on a) better leveraging existing events; b) building upon 
existing themes, c) targeting those who are currently not relating to downtown—the 
young.  

It’s a Downtown, Make It Look Like One⪢⪢ .  A successful downtown cannot be built 
with a suburban toolkit.  Differentiate downtown Lake Oswego from the suburban 
environment by reclaiming and calming 43, eliminating the 15 percent landscaping 
requirement for small infill development, and, most importantly, eliminate parking 
minimums for commercial uses.  The over abundance of flat parking lots is destroy-
ing the pedestrian experience in downtown.

Remember, successful foot traffic districts can rival, or surpass, automobile-centered dis-
tricts in terms of economic output, but they have to be fun, vibrant, exciting, and achieve 
a critical mass of active ground floor uses and walkers.  If downtown Lake Oswego can 
accomplish this, then it will be an economically vibrant place that reflects the unique fabric 
of the city’s community.


